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Hurricanes are one of the costliest and most common natural disasters in

Hurricanes derive multiple hazards on buildings and infrastructures

Several reconnaissance teams went to the field after Hurricane Michael in 2018 and collected

the United States. Hurricanes cause severe damage to the built

including surge, wave, and wind. In this research, a high-resolution

building damage data. These groups include NSF team (Kennedy et al.) and another StEER

environment along with significant impacts on the socio-economic systems.

hurricane risk assessment model that captures the combined impacts of

group. The collected field damage data are published and will be used in this study. Another

Therefore, realistic modeling of diverse impacts of hurricanes requires a

the hurricane-induced hazards will be verified using collected field damage

damage assessment was conducted herein using Google Street Map View. The figure below

multi-hazard approach that considers the combined impacts of the

data along with surveyed damage using Google Street Map View. One of

shows a map for the building in Mexico Beach color-coded based on the data collected from

hurricane induced hazards.

the coastal communities that have been impacted by the 2018 Hurricane

several teams. There is some overlap in the collected data from each source which will be used to

Michael will be used for verification purpose.

propagate uncertainties in the damage assessment process.
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An innovative convolutional vulnerability model is proposed using wellestablished fragility functions for wind, wave, and surge. This vulnerability
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model captures the convolutional impacts of the spatio-temporal variation of
hurricane-induced hazards including surge, wave, and wind on the different
building components including structural and non-structural components and
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The end result of this data will be the incorporation of the resulting data and fragility curves into the Hazus Model. Prior to incorporation a series of engagement
meetings will be held, and the Validation of the Prediction will be determined.
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Mexico Beach, FL
Mexico Beach was severely impacted by the 2018 Hurricane Michael causing damage to nearly all the buildings and destroying a huge number of these buildings.
Therefore, Hurricane Michael was used to validating the developed multi-hazard hurricane vulnerability model. Detailed building information was collected about
the buildings before and after Hurricane Michael.
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